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This paper presents the results of ultralow-cycle fatigue tests for three full-scale assemblies consisting of steel tubes and bolt-sphere joints, which are widely used in public buildings. Each assembly was tested six times under a varying loading history. The ultralow-cycle fatigue performance was investigated considering the joint stiffness and loading history. The deformation patterns, hysteretic characteristics, skeleton curves, bearing-capacity degradation features, cumulative energy dissipation, and cumulative damage index of the assembly were obtained and analysed. The results show that the joint stiffness and loading system have a significant effect on the ultralow-cycle fatigue performance of the assembly. Based on these results, an equation that describes the relationship between the cumulative damage index and the bearing degradation of the assembly for an ultralow-cycle fatigue test was derived.

1. Introduction

In the event of severe earthquakes, large deformations and high-stress fatigue damage occur in space grid structures owing to the development of plasticity and the accumulation of damage. This has a significant impact on the structural failure characteristics and bearing limit. Ultralow-cycle fatigue failure occurs when the fatigue life of a structure is less than 100 cycles. In summarising the seismic damage of large-span spatial grid structures since 1985 [1–4] such as the Northridge earthquake in 1994 [5] and the Kobe earthquake in 1995 [6], as shown in Figure 1, the members and joints of spatial grid structures repeatedly experienced plastic deformation and multiple buckling. Moreover, the cumulative damage caused their stiffness to deteriorate and then be pulled or broken. The failure mode has the characteristics of ultralow-cycle fatigue damage. Therefore, research on the ultralow-cycle fatigue performance of spatial grid structures is critical.

Numerous experimental studies and numerical simulations have been conducted on the ultralow-cycle fatigue properties of structural steel [7, 8], beam-column joints in steel frame structures [9], and steel members [10]. However, existing research on the ultralow-cycle fatigue performance of space grid structures is limited. Gui-bo et al. [11, 12] conducted an experimental study on the spatial hysteresis performance of circular steel tubes and developed a material constitutive model that considered damage accumulation. The researchers applied the material damage model to a single-layer spherical reticulated shell. It was determined that the cumulative damage had an important effect on the ultimate load of the structure [13]. Goggins et al. [14] studied the hysteretic behaviour of rectangular and square hollow-steel members via experiments and discovered that the slenderness ratio of the members had a significant effect on their tensile and compressive strength, postbuckling bearing capacity, ductility, and energy dissipation capacity.

Salawdeh and Goggins [15] established damage models of rectangular and square hollow-steel members and verified them via experiments. Fan et al. [16] conducted experimental research on the mechanical properties of bolt-ball joints. The results showed that these joints have good bending stiffness, but the stiffness of the joints is usually neglected in the space grid structure design, which is regarded as the ideal articulated joint. Chenaghlou and Nooshin [17] further studied the mechanical properties of
bolt-ball joints, but their research focused on the unidirectional mechanical properties of the bolt-ball joints, which is inconsistent with the actual force of the grid structure during severe earthquakes.

Most of the aforementioned research results are related to the hysteretic behaviour of members and the monotonic mechanical behaviour of bolt-sphere joints. However, under severe earthquakes, the bolt-sphere joints and the members in the spatial grid structure are in a cyclic loading state. Therefore, the mechanical properties of the rods, including the effect of the joint stiffness under cyclic loading, should be further investigated. This paper summarises the damage mode of large-span grid structures under severe earthquakes. Full-scale composite specimens of a bolt-sphere joint and rod were designed, and axial cyclic loads were applied. By changing the high-strength bolts at the end of the rod and adopting different loading systems, the effects of joint stiffness at the end of rod and loading system on the hysteretic behaviour and bearing-capacity degradation of the specimens were studied. The relationship between the bearing-capacity degradation and the damage was established. This provides a reference for evaluating the ultralow-cycle fatigue performance of spatial grid structures and serves as a basis for the design of spatial grid structures for severe earthquakes.

2. Test Program

2.1. Specimen. An assembly member consisting of a bolt-sphere joint and a rod is widely used. In this study, the specimen consisted of two bolt-spheres, two high-strength bolts, two sleeves, two dowel pins, two end cones, and a steel tube. The end cones with holes were welded at both ends of the steel tube to form a rod. A high-strength bolt placed in the steel tube was screwed into the bolt-sphere through the hole in the end cone to connect this component to the rod, as shown in Figure 2. A tensile force was transmitted via the contact surface between the bolt and the end cone and by the engagement of the threads between the bolt and bolt-sphere.

A compressive force was transmitted to the bolt ball through the contact surface between the sleeve and the end cone. The material property index of each part is shown in Table 1, in which $E$ denotes Young’s modulus of elasticity, $f_y$ denotes the steel yield strength, $f_u$ denotes the steel ultimate tensile strength, and $\nu$ denotes the steel Poisson’s ratio.

2.2. Specimen and Instrumentation. Fifty-four specimens in three groups (M24, M27, and M30) were tested for different loading systems. The configurations of the specimens are shown in Figure 3, and the corresponding parameters of the specimens are listed in Table 2. The diameter of the high-strength bolt was changed in the configuration parameters of the specimens. The length of the specimen after assembly was 2200 mm.

To simulate the real stress condition of the spatial grid structure, cyclic loading of the specimens was conducted with different systems using the test setup shown in Figure 4. This setup mainly consisted of a reaction frame, actuator, three directional constraints, and a bottom anchoring
device. The test was conducted using a 1000 kN hydraulic servo actuator matched with an all-digital hydraulic servo system produced by FCS (Beijing Fluid Control System) Corp. The system can be loaded with six channels in coordination, and the static precision of the load and displacement reached 1% Full Scale (FS).

The upper bolt-sphere of the specimen was connected to the load transfer device via the upper base, and the load transfer device was connected to the actuator via four countersunk bolts, as shown in Figure 5.

To ensure an axial load, three directional constraints were installed on the load transfer device under the actuator, as shown in Figures 5 and 6. The three directional constraints were mainly composed of three adjustable-length circular steel tubes, vertical sliding grooves fixed on the reaction frame by the high-strength bolts, and hooks welded

**Figure 3: General test details.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group ID</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>End cone (mm)</th>
<th>Bolt-sphere (mm)</th>
<th>High-strength bolt (mm)</th>
<th>Sleeve (mm)</th>
<th>Steel tube (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(l_1) (l_2) (l_3) (t_1) (d_1) (d_4) (d_5) (l_4) (l_5) (l_6) (l_7) (l_8) (l_9) (l_{10}) (d_6) (d_7) R</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>D</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S24</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>6 48 18 16 25 30 24 78.5 82 24 18 30 24 15</td>
<td>10 40 45.2 41 12.5</td>
<td>1826 88.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S27</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>6 44 20 20 28 33 27 78.5 90 28 20 33 41 27 17</td>
<td>10 40 50.9 46 14.0</td>
<td>1826 88.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S30</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>6 44 19 20 31 35 30 78.5 98 28 24 37 46 30 18.7</td>
<td>10 45 55.6 50 15.5</td>
<td>1816 88.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
to the endplate of the circular steel tubes. The latter, with an adjustable length, included a circular steel tube, two ring flanges, and three variable-length screws.

One end of the circular steel tube was welded to the ring flange, and the other end was connected to a load transfer device via three high-strength bolts, as shown in Figures 5 and 6. The length of the steel tube was changed by adjusting the position of the nuts on the three screws on the ring flanges. During loading, the three directional constraints ran up and down the track via the pulleys to ensure axial loading.

As shown in Figure 7, the lower bolt-sphere of the specimen was connected to the steel capping beam via the bottom base, and the steel capping beam was fixed in a groove in the floor of the laboratory via two steel restrained beams and eight ground anchors to ensure the lower part of the assembled specimen was fixed.

2.3. Data Acquisition System. The applied axial load was measured using the force transducer of an electrohydraulic servo actuator.

During testing, the specimen underwent large spatial deformation with a random deformation direction. It is difficult to comprehensively measure and study the spatial deformation of specimens using conventional instruments such as a dial indicator and a displacement sensor, especially in an area without monitoring points. Therefore, in this test, an Artec EVA 3D scanning system (made in Russia) was adopted to obtain 3D data for the specimens, as shown in Figure 8. The working range of the instrument is 0.4 m–1 m, and the data accuracy is 0.1 mm. To obtain the complete deformation of the specimen, the Artec EVA 3D scanner was used to collect a point cloud for the surface of the specimen and 3D coordinates and surface texture information for the surface points and for reconstruction of the model in the correlation software of the scanner. Using these data, it was
possible to obtain a high-precision 3D model of the entire specimen. The total station was used to measure the coordinates of control points 1–11 in Figure 9 at each load step and to calculate the amount of spatial deformation of the specimen.

2.4. Loading Scheme. To study the ultralow-cycle fatigue performance of the specimens under cyclic loading in detail, six different loading systems were used to load the specimens, as shown in Table 3. The loading systems are shown in Figure 10. A mixed control mode of force and displacement was adopted in the test. Before the yield of the specimen, the load control test was adopted. After the yield of the specimen, a displacement control test was adopted. According to the feedback value of the force and the displacement of the specimen, the tensile yield displacement \( \Delta_t \approx 11 \text{ mm} \) and the compressive yield displacement \( \Delta_c \approx 18 \text{ mm} \) of the specimen were determined. Since there was minimal damage in the elastic stage, the test was performed from the elastoplastic stage until the specimen fractured.

For loading system I, the magnitude of the displacement under tension and the compression increased stepwise. The increment of each stage of the tension displacement load was 20\% of \( \Delta_t \), that is, 2.2 mm, and that of the compression displacement load was 20\% of \( \Delta_c \), that is, 3.6 mm. For loading system II, the tensile load remained unchanged at 1.2\( \Delta_t \), that is, 13.2 mm, and the compression amplitude increased stepwise. The increment of the displacement load at each stage was 20\% of \( \Delta_c \), that is, 3.6 mm. For loading system III, the compression load remained unchanged at 1.2\( \Delta_c \), that is, 21.6 mm, the tensile amplitude increased stepwise, and the increment of the displacement load at each stage was 20\% of \( \Delta_t \), that is, 2.2 mm. For loading system IV, the tensile displacement amplitude remained unchanged at 1.3\( \Delta_t \), that is, 14.3 mm, while the compression displacement amplitude remained unchanged at 1.3\( \Delta_c \), that is, 23.4 mm. For loading system V, the tensile displacement amplitude remained unchanged at 1.4\( \Delta_t \), that is, 15.4 mm, while the compression displacement amplitude remained unchanged at 1.4\( \Delta_c \), that is, 23.4 mm.

3. Test Results

3.1. Test Stability Verification. To verify the stability of the test and data acquisition equipment, each test was repeated three times. The stability of the test is illustrated by S24-II-1/2/3, S27-III-1/2/3, and S30-I-1/2/3 in Figure 11. It is evident from Figure 11 (for convenience, the large deformed part prior to failure is hidden) that the three hysteresis curves for each set of tests are basically consistent, indicating that the stability of the test was good and the test results are credible. Given that each test was repeated three times and there were many curves, the average value of the three repeated tests is used in the following analysis.

3.2. Test Process and Failure Mode. The test processes for each specimen were similar. All specimens experienced a relatively stable elastic stage of force and deformation, integral bending deformation, local dents, crack initiation, crack development, specimen cracking, and specimen fracture, as shown in Figure 12. During the test, the hysteretic relationship between the load and the displacement at the bolt-sphere at the end of the rod and plastic deformation crack development, cracking, and fracture of the rod were recorded.

The special moments of all specimens are listed in Table 4. Examining the data in this table except for loading system II, when the same loading system was used in the test, the larger the bolt diameter at both ends of the specimen, the earlier the local dent occurred and the earlier the occurrence of cracking and fracture was. Compared to the special moment of all tests, the bolt diameter at both ends of the specimen increased, and the ultralow-cycle fatigue life of the specimen decreased. This is because the greater the diameter of the bolts at both ends of the specimen, the higher the rotational stiffness of the joints at the ends. This results in a greater bending moment in the middle of the specimen and an earlier occurrence of local depression.
It is evident that the joint stiffness has a significant effect on the ultralow-cycle fatigue life of specimens. Compared to the fatigue life of the specimens for different loading systems, the fatigue life of the specimens under loading system II was approximately twice that of loading system I. Moreover, the fatigue life of the specimens under loading system III was approximately 1.6 times that of loading system I. Therefore, it is evident that the tensile force had a greater effect on the ultralow-cycle fatigue life of the specimens than the compressive force.

3.3. Hysteretic Curve. The load-displacement hysteretic curves of the specimens are shown in Figure 13. Given that the performance of the specimen at the elastoplastic stage was studied, the entire bending deformation of the specimen occurred at the first time of compression and entered the elastoplastic state. At the beginning of the test, the hysteresis loop of the specimen already had a certain area. However, at this time, the plastic deformation of the specimen was small, and so the area surrounded by the hysteresis loop was not large. As the displacement amplitude increased stepwise, the residual deformation increased gradually when the load was unloaded to zero, and the area of the hysteresis loop increased gradually and tended to be full. As shown in Figure 13, the hysteretic curves of all specimens were still quite full after the ultimate compressive capacity was reached, and there was no distinct narrowing phenomenon. This indicated that the energy dissipation capacity of the specimens was good.

Figures 13(b)–13(f) show that when the displacement amplitude remained unchanged, the maximum load per cycle gradually decreased with an increase in the number of cycles. This indicated that the bearing capacity of the specimens gradually decreased under cyclic loads, and the maximum load per cycle decreased significantly after the local dent of the specimens. This is owing to a local dent in the middle of the specimen when local buckling occurs. The material in the local dent is in a complex stress state, alternating between tension and compression under reciprocating loads, which results in damage inside the material. With an increase in the number of cycles, the damage accumulates gradually, and the bearing capacity of the specimen gradually decreases.

3.4. Skeleton Curve. The skeleton curve is an envelope connecting the peak points of the first cycle of the hysteretic curve at all levels of load. Figures 14(a)–14(c) show the skeleton curves of all specimens. The corresponding feature values of the skeleton curves are listed in Table 5. Under the same loading system, when the displacement amplitudes were the same, the bolt diameter at the end of the specimen increased, and the bearing capacity of the test piece also increased.

As shown in Figure 14, the skeleton curves had an obvious feature, in that when the tension and compression state of the specimens changed, a part of the curves passed through the zero point, while another part did not. When cyclic loading started owing to the compression force, the skeleton curves of the specimens did not pass through the zero point. This is owing to the overall bending deformation of the specimen during the first compression. At this time, the specimen had a certain plastic deformation, and the residual deformation when unloading was zero caused the skeleton curve of the specimen to no longer pass through the zero point. It is evident that the initial state of the specimens under cyclic loading affected their skeleton curves.

3.5. Bearing-Capacity Degradation and Cumulative Energy Dissipation

3.5.1. Degradation of Bearing Capacity. Under cyclic loading, the accumulation of damage leads to a gradual degradation in the load-bearing capacity of the specimens. The ratio of the residual carrying capacity per cycle \( F_i \) to the initial carrying capacity \( F_0 \) was used to represent the degradation of the specimens, as shown in the following equation:

\[
\lambda_i = \frac{F_i}{F_0}
\]
where $F_i$ is the bearing capacity of the specimen during each cycle loading and $F_0$ is the initial bearing capacity of the specimen.

The load-bearing degradation curves obtained from the tests are shown in Figure 15. In the legend, $T$ indicates that the specimen is under tension, and $P$ indicates that the specimen is under pressure. As shown in Figure 15, the degradation rate of the tensile-bearing capacity of all specimens was lower than that of the compressive bearing capacity.

Comparing Figures 15(a) and 15(b), the characteristics of the degradation curves of bearing capacity under compression exhibited great differences before cracking, although the loading system under compression was the same.
Figure 11: Hysteretic curve comparison. (a) S24-II. (b) S27-II. (c) S30-I.

Figure 12: Characteristic points of test process. (a) Integral bending deformation, (b) local dent, (c) crack initiation, (d) specimen cracking, and (e) specimen fracture.
Therefore, the tension state of the specimens affected the degradation of the compressive bearing capacity of the specimens. Comparing Figures 15(a) and 15(c), the degradation curves of the tensile-bearing capacity of the specimens had similar characteristics, although the loading system under compression was different. This indicates that the compression state of the specimens had minimal effect on the degradation of the tensile-bearing capacity of the specimens.

As shown in Figure 15, the residual capacity of the S30 specimens was the highest under variable-amplitude loading systems (I–III). When local dents occurred in the specimen, the residual tensile capacity of S30 was approximately 5%–10% higher than that of the other two specimens, and the compressive residual bearing capacity was approximately 10%–15% higher than that of the other two specimens. In the constant-amplitude loading systems (IV–VI), the residual tensile capacity of S30 was approximately 0–7% higher than that of the other two specimens, and the compressive residual bearing capacity was approximately 0–15% higher than that of the other two specimens.

As a result, the loading system and the stiffness of the bolt-sphere joints at both ends of the specimens had a significant effect on the degradation of the bearing capacity of the specimens.

### 3.5.2. Energy Dissipation Capacity

The cumulative dissipated energy per cycle was used to measure the energy dissipation capacity of the specimens. The higher the former, the better the energy dissipation capacity of the specimen. The energy dissipated per cycle for the specimen was calculated from the area enclosed by the hysteresis curve per cycle, and the cumulative dissipated energy of each specimen varied with the number of cycles, as shown in Figure 16.

Comparing the curves in Figure 16, the energy accumulation trend of the variable-amplitude loading and the constant-amplitude loading was different. The cumulative dissipation energy of the specimens increased non-linearly when variable-amplitude loading was used. Besides, the cumulative dissipation energy of the specimens increased linearly when constant-amplitude loading was used.

In the initial stage of loading, the energy accumulation rate for constant-amplitude loading was greater than that for variable-amplitude loading. However, the cumulative dissipation energy of the variable-amplitude loading was higher than the cumulative dissipation energy for normal-amplitude loading when the specimen was broken.

Comparing the curves in Figure 16, S24 dissipates less energy than the other two specimens. As such, the loading history and stiffness of the bolt-sphere joints at both ends of the specimens had significant effects on the cumulative energy dissipation capacity.

### 3.6. Cumulative Damage Index

To consider the effects of variable-amplitude loading and constant-amplitude loading on the damage evolution of the assembly, a damage model based on energy dissipation proposed by Xu et al. [18] was used in this investigation.

\[
D = \frac{\int_0^T M(t)dt}{WE},
\]

where \( D \) is the damage index of the steel frame joints, \( M \) is the maximum moment of a member section at moment \( t \), \( \int_0^T M(t)dt \) is the cumulative energy dissipation of the component from moment \( t \), and \( WE \) is the total energy dissipation of the component.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test ID</th>
<th>Loading system</th>
<th>Local dent (cycle time)</th>
<th>Crack initiation (cycle time)</th>
<th>Specimen cracking (cycle time)</th>
<th>Specimen fracture (cycle time)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S24-I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S27-I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S30-I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S24-II</td>
<td>II</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S27-II</td>
<td>II</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>28.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S30-II</td>
<td>II</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>24.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S24-III</td>
<td>III</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S27-III</td>
<td>III</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S30-III</td>
<td>III</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S24-IV</td>
<td>IV</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S27-IV</td>
<td>IV</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>19.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S30-IV</td>
<td>IV</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>19.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S24-V</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S27-V</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S30-V</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>16.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S24-VI</td>
<td>VI</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S27-VI</td>
<td>VI</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S30-VI</td>
<td>VI</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 13: Comparison of load-displacement hysteretic curves at ends of composite specimens. (a) Hysteretic curve under system. (b) Hysteretic curve under system II. (c) Hysteretic curve under system III. (d) Hysteretic curve under system IV. (e) Hysteretic curve under system V. (f) Hysteretic curve under system VI.
3.6.1. Effect of Joint Stiffness on Damage Evolution. The damage index of each specimen was calculated according to formula (2), as shown in Figure 17.

As shown in this figure, the damage index of the specimens followed a certain distribution law. Under different loading systems (Figures 17(a)–17(c)), the damage index curves of the specimens developed differently, but they all showed similar three-stage development. The damage index of all specimens increased nonlinearly when damage index $D$ was between 0 and 0.3. This index also increased linearly when the damage index $D$ was between 0.3 and 0.7, and the damage rate of the specimens decreased slightly. However, the damage index increased nonlinearly when the damage index $D$ was between 0.8 and 1.0.

Under the constant-amplitude loading systems (Figures 17(d)–17(f)), the cumulative damage index of all specimens increased linearly before cracking. For the three constant-amplitude loading systems, the slope of the curves in Figure 17(f) was the largest, and the accumulation of damage was the fastest. As shown in Figures 17(d)–17(f), the cumulative rate of damage of the S30 specimens was the largest; the damage development was the fastest, and the first cracking failure occurred. When the load was cycled for the 6th time under system VI, the damage index of the S30 specimen first reached 0.80, which was about 30.00% higher than that of the other specimens. When the load was cycled for the 6th time under system VI, the damage index of the S30
Table 5: Main parameters of skeleton curves of specimens.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test number</th>
<th>Tension</th>
<th>Compression</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$P_y$ (kN)</td>
<td>$\Delta y$ (mm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S24-I</td>
<td>193.613</td>
<td>6.876</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S30-I</td>
<td>248.279</td>
<td>10.348</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S24-II</td>
<td>187.005</td>
<td>7.738</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S27-II</td>
<td>229.278</td>
<td>9.627</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S30-II</td>
<td>248.279</td>
<td>10.348</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S24-III</td>
<td>183.125</td>
<td>4.345</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S30-III</td>
<td>219.354</td>
<td>6.796</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S24-IV</td>
<td>158.046</td>
<td>3.511</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S27-IV</td>
<td>248.225</td>
<td>10.268</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S30-IV</td>
<td>270.506</td>
<td>11.200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S27-V</td>
<td>233.934</td>
<td>7.817</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S30-V</td>
<td>268.177</td>
<td>10.835</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S24-VI</td>
<td>95.925</td>
<td>1.740</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S30-VI</td>
<td>190.305</td>
<td>3.980</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 15: Continued.
Figure 15: Comparison of bearing-capacity degradation curves. (a) Loading system I. (b) Loading system II. (c) Loading system III. (d) Loading system IV. (e) Loading system V. (f) Loading system VI.

Figure 16: Continued.
Figure 16: Comparison of cumulative dissipated energy. (a) S24 specimens. (b) S27 specimens. (c) S30 specimens.

Figure 17: Continued.
Figure 17: Damage index comparison. (a) Loading system I. (b) Loading system II. (c) Loading system III. (d) Loading system IV. (e) Loading system V. (f) Loading system VI.

Figure 18: Continued.
specimen first reached 0.80, which was about 30.00% higher than that of the other specimens. As a result, the diameters of the bolts at both ends of the specimens had a significant effect on the damage accumulation of the specimens.

3.6.2. Effect of Loading History on Damage. The damage index evolution curves of the same specimen under different loading systems are shown in Figure 18. Comparing the curves in Figures 18(a)–18(c), the damage index evolution of the S27 specimen and the S30 specimen had similar characteristics, while the damage evolution of the S24 specimens was significantly different from that of the S27 and the S30 specimens.

As shown in Figure 18(a), the damage accumulation of the S24 specimens under varying-amplitude and constant-amplitude loading systems presented a curve distribution, but the curvature was opposite. When damage index $D$ was less than 0.8, the numbers of cycles experienced by the specimens under various loading systems were similar when the same damage index was reached. When damage index $D$ was greater than 0.8, the damage index of S24-I began to exceed the damage index of the other loading systems at the 14th cycle. The specimen first cracked, and, at the 15th cycle, the specimen was completely broken.

As shown in Figures 18(b) and 18(c), the distributions and trends of the damage evolution curves of the S27 and the S30 specimens under variable-amplitude loading were basically the same. However, the damage evolution curves of the two specimens were different under constant-amplitude loading. The trend of the damage index curves of the S27 specimens with three constant-amplitude loading histories was basically the same. The trends of the damage index curves of S30-V and S30-IV were essentially the same, and the damage accumulation rate of S30-IV was considerably lower than that of the other two loading histories. Therefore, the loading history had a significant effect on the damage index evolution of the specimens. From the cumulative damage curve, when the specimens cracked, the damage indices $D$ were very close to 1.0, and the energy dissipated by the specimens after cracking was very limited. Therefore, the cracking of the specimens was taken as the limit state for damage to the specimens.

3.7. Relationship between Bearing-Capacity Degradation and Cumulative Damage. [19] At present, commonly used hysteretic models include the bilinear model, trilinear model, and pointing-to-peak hysteresis model. These models fail to consider the degradation of the bearing capacity. Based on the damage model established by Ding Yang et al. [10], to evaluate the degree of damage to a steel tube, a bearing-capacity degradation function of the specimens was established, and the results are obtained as follows:

\[
 f(D) = 1 - \frac{F_i}{F_0}
\]

Damage index $D$ and bearing-capacity degradation function $f(D)$ obtained from each cycle of the specimen are plotted in Figure 19, and the relationship curve between $f(D)$ and $D$ for the specimen is obtained. By fitting multiple curves, the relationship between the degradation function of the specimen and the damage index is obtained, as shown by the red dotted line in Figure 19.

As shown in Figure 19, there is an exponential relationship between the degradation function $f(D)$ of the bearing capacity and the damage index $D$ of specimens, which is given as follows:
4. Conclusion

In this paper, ultralow-cycle fatigue tests of three composite specimens composed of a bolt-sphere and a circular steel tube (φ88.5×4.0) were conducted for various loading systems. The main conclusions of the study are summarised as follows:

1. Before fracture occurred, all specimens underwent four characteristic stages: entire bending deformation, local dent of the middle area of the specimen, middle cracking of the specimen, and complete fracture of the specimen from the middle. However, owing to the different diameters of the bolt at the end of the rod, the number of cycles experienced by the specimens with the aforementioned characteristics was different. The larger the bolt diameter at the end of the rod, the fewer the number of cycles experienced by the specimen when the characteristic phenomenon occurred. In addition, the fatigue life of the specimen decreased with an increase in the bolt diameter at the end of the rod.

2. The hysteresis curves of all specimens were relatively full, without obvious pinching phenomena, and the specimens had good energy dissipation capacity. When the displacement amplitude was the same, the bearing capacity decreased with an increase in the number of cycles. It was evident from the skeleton curve that when the displacement amplitude was the same, the compressive and tensile-bearing capacity of the specimen decreased with a decrease in the bolt diameter at the end of the member. This indicated that the bolt diameter at the end of the member had an effect on both the tensile and compressive bearing capacities of the specimen.

3. According to the curves of bearing-capacity degradation, the bolt diameter at the end of the rod had a significant effect on the bearing-capacity degradation of the specimen. When tested using variable-amplitude loading systems (loading systems I–III), the residual bearing capacity of the S30 specimens was approximately 6%–15% higher than that of the other two specimens. When system IV was adopted in the test, the degree of degradation of the bearing capacity of the S30 specimen was the lowest. Its tensile residual bearing capacity was approximately 7% higher than that of the other two specimens, and its compressive bearing capacity was approximately 5% higher than that of the S27 specimen.

4. According to the damage index evolution curves, the bolt diameter at the end of the rod had a significant effect on the damage accumulation of the specimen. When the test was loaded with three constant-amplitude systems, the cumulative damage index of S30 with the largest bolt diameter at the end of the rod was approximately 0.8 initially, which was approximately 7.54%–44.87% higher than that of S24 and approximately 4.61%–32.40% higher than that of S27.

5. Based on the test, an equation between the degradation of the bearing capacity and the damage index was derived. The equation has only two parameters, which were easily determined. The degraded model of the bearing capacity is of element level and can be fully realized by finite element programs.
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